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8 FOUNUATION FE OPERATIONAL PLANNING: THE CONCEPTS OF CENTER OF
GAVIT, DECISIVE POINT,11 1 AND THE CULMINATING POINT bg MiU John F.
Kalb, USA, 47 pages.

Commonig understood terms are the foundation for a uniform
applcation of ng doctrine. FM 100-5 nIuAtcions Introduces classical
mlltarg theorg Into contemporrg U.S. lrg doctrine. Appendin B, "Keg
Concepts of Operatlnal Design, defines the terms awtoffpvtWy
and eIMIt pAft, notes that both concepts are "centrol to the
design and conduct of major operations," and encourages readers to
consult classical and contemporarg theorg for more elaboration.
Unfertunatelg classical theor offers several Interpretations of these
terms and adds a third equalg Important concept.

The purpose of this studg Is to Iluminate linkage at the
operational level between a center of gravltg, decisive point, and
culnating point In order to provide a clear understanding of these
theoretical concepts and their use in the design of campaigns and major
operations.

The studg uses the classical writings of Baron Henri Jomi and
Carl P. Clausewitz to define center of groultg, decisive point, and
culminating point. Operation CRUSDED, conducted bg the British in
North Africa during November 1941, and Operation GALLOP, conducted bg
the Soviets in the Ukreine during the minter of 1942-1943, are historical
examples of operational art that Illustrate each concept, linkage
between concepts, and their use In operational planning.

This monograph suggests that the concepts of center of grouitg,
decisive point and culminating point are the foundation of operational
planing. A Successful commander concentrates his greatest combat
power and uses It to neutrlze the oasing's center of gravitg before
available resources are euhausted. He protects his own points of
vulnerobilltg while striking enposed eneing weaknesses. He weighs the
risks Inherent In a direct and Indirect approach and selects one or a
combination of methods to defeat his enemg. This Is the essence of
operational art.
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1. -NBUTO

The erudite miltarg historian Professor 1.E1. Nolleg, Jr. of Duke

Uluersty sue commented on the usefulness of commonig understood

terms.

In his famous studq on the art of war, Euoe Jomini
attempted to Identifg the essentials of Npeosmltrg

6ef1us In so doing he wrote monng pages defining such
lag term as SIM;fdwtodks. etc. Jomimi grasped the
fludamental notion ~at without uniform definitions that
me understood cri" bg all raders and analgsts, mug
search for sound m~torgj practice was certain to be flowved
serleusig.'

The essence of Professor Nofleg's remarks, the motion of uniform

definitions understood bg all, Is the foundation of miiltarg aoctrie.

The writers of FM 100-5 fllfhlhf recognized this when theg stated Inm

Chapter 1 that ..to be useful, doctrine must be uniformig known and

understood.02 Indeed, the three appendixes of FM 100-5 are Included

to reinforce the meaning of certain principles, concepts, and terms.

lippendiul k981eg Concepts of Operational Deslgn,a Is of particular

Interest In light of the Brnugs renewed concern with the studg of

operational art. The Introduction to Appendix I notes that, W~hile not

new to the US Brmng In application, [concepts central to the design of

campaigns and major operatmnsi have not been dealt with in doctrinal

literature for some time. 0The Introduction concludes bg encouraging

readers to nconsuit the eutenslue published literature on classical and

contemporarg operational thaorg.' Unfortunateig,, If the reader does

consult the literature, he stands a good chance of becoming confused.
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This is especialig true for the theoretical concepts - cwN &fpwf5&

Abofwpobt. and ~vflai

The purpose of this stuig Is to Illuminate linkage at the
operational level between a center of gravitg, decisive point, and
culinating point In order to provide a clear understanding of these
theoretical concepts and their us In the design of campaigns and major
operations.

The studg uses the classical writings of militarg theorists and

historical euempies to define and Illustrate the meaning of center of
gravitg, decisive point,, and culminating point. The literarg works of
Baren Henrl Jmni and Carl Y. Clausewitz form the foundation for an
analgsis of each concept from a theoretical perspective. Operation

CEUSIKEII conducted bg the British In North I1frica during November
1941, and Operation 6ILLIP, conducted bg the Soviets In the Ukraine
during the winter of 1942-19439 provide his torical euamples of
operational art that Illustrate the meaning of each concept,, linkages
between concepts, and their use In operational planning. The
monograph concludes with practical Implications for operational
planning.

1i. THE TNEOHETICEL PERSPECTIDE

Interpreters of classical militarg theorg have from time to time
placed Carl v. Ciauseuvitz and NenrV Jomini on opposite ends of a
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hgpethetknal scale. Others maintain that the two theorists are verg

close In thought, differing ulg -n minor points. These contradictorg

positions highlight the nature of understanding classical miiltarg

theor: several renditions are possible.

Although Clusewltz and Jominl meg disagree on mang points,

several common threads seem to run through their theories. Both

theorists share a similar understanding of what contemporaru US Bring

doctrine calls operational art. This suggests that Clausewitz and

Jomini also meg share comparable concepts that form a theoretical

foundation for operational art.

Clausewltz writes that, "tactics teaches the use of armed forces

in the engagement; strategg, the use of engagements for the object of

the war.04 The singular acts of fighting are the means of the

engagement, victorious engagements the means of strategg, and

strategg the means to obtain the political aim of the war.

Engagements are somehow tied together to produce a successful

strategg.

Jominl eupresses a similar concept. He begins The grt of War bg

listing nine principal reasons whg a government goes to war. Each is a

consideration "from which a statesman concludes whether a war is

proper," and each reflects a political alm.s Jomini believes that,

* "Strategg ... is the art of bringing the greatest part of the forces of an

armg upon the important point of the theater of war or of the zone of

operations."6 He defines logistics asthe art of moving ormies,"7

grand tactics as "the art of posting troops upon the battlefield..., of

bringing them Into action, and the art of fighting upon the ground,*@

and minor tactics as the "detalls of wer.'§ Jomilni connects these

3



concepts Into a larger framework and notes that, "Strategg decides

where to act; logistics brings the troops to this point; grand tactics

decides the manner of euscution and the emplgment of the troops."'

Strategg involves deciding where to emplog tactics.

Neither Clausewitz nor Jomini use the empression w& Wat.

However, both use the term strota to encompass the design and

sequencing of tactical activities to achieve political alms. The classical

definition of strategg essentlalig equals the contemporarg definition of

operational art found in FM 100-5 Imuinnag:

.. the emplogment of military forces to attain strategic
tsals In a theater of war or theater of operations through
tah design, organization, and conduct of campaigns and
major operations.I

Clausewltz and Jomini arrive at a similar definition of strategg bg

different routes. Evidence suggests that theg also share an

understanding of three concepts that form the theoretical foundation

of operational art. These are the concepts of center of grovity,

decisive point, and culminating point.

Center of 6rouitu

Clausewltz introduces the concept of the center of gravlty in

look 91 of On We in a discussion of the defense.

A center of gravltg is alwags found where the mass Is
concentrated most donseig. It presents the most effectlve
target for a blow; furthermore, the heoulest blow Is that
struck bg the center of grovltg. The some holds true In
war. Te fighting forces of each belligerent - whether a
single state or an alliance of states - Nave a certain unitg

4
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and therefore some cohesion. Where there Is cohesion, the
analogy of the center of gravitg can be applied. Thus forces
w possess certain centers of gravltg whose movement
and direction govern other points.12

Clausewitz uses an analogy from physics to describe a concept.

The center of grauitg Is the principal concentration of forces on either

side. Notably, he uses the notion of cohesion as a criterion for

designating a center of gravitg.

Clausewitz' concept of center of gravitg Is central to his theory.

The surest means to victor is to concentrate one's own power and

apply it in such a manner that the enemg's combat power is destroged.

He believed that:

Blow after blow must be struck In the same directions the
victor, in other words, must strike with all his strengih, and
not Just against a fraction of the enemg's. Not bq laking
things the easy wag - using superior strength to filch some
province, prefrrng the securit of the minor conquest to a
major success - but bg constan seeking out his center of
power, o daring all to win all, wl one reallg defeat theenemy. ns

...no matter what the central feature of the enemg's power
may be - the point on which your efforts must converge -
the defeat and destruction of his fighting forces remains the
best wag to begin, and In ever case wllrbe a verg
significant feature of the campaign. "14

Jomlni also recognized the concept of concentrated force as the

means to destrog the enemg's armed forces and the destruction of the

enemg's main force as the means to the political goal.

The core of Jomini's theory is enpressed in the following passage

from The Art of War,
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...there Is one great principle underlying all the operations
of war...emhraced in the following mamms:

I. To throw by strategic movements the muss of an army
successively, upon the declsive points of a theater of war...

2. To maneuver to engage fractions of the hostile army
with the bulk of one's own.

3. On the battle-field, to threw the mass of the forces
upon the decisive point, or upon that portion of the hostile
line which it is the first Importance to overthrow.

4. To so arrange that these mosses shall not only be
thrown upon the decisive point, but that theg shall engage
at the proper times and with energg.lh

The essence of Jomini's theory is throwing "the mass of the

forces upon the decisive point." The enpression mas of the furns

and the content in which it is used implies concentration of power in

time and space and suggests that Jomini comprehended a concept

similar to Clausewltz' center of gravity.

Destruction of the enemy was also the best means to the ultimate

goal. Jomini regarded Napoleon as a master of this fundamental rule.

Rejecting old sgstems, which were satisfied bq the capture
of one or two points or with the occupation ofan adjoining
province, he [anpoleoni was convinced that the best means
of accomplishing great results was to dislodge and destrog
the hostile armg. - since states and provinces fall of
themselves when there is no organized force to protect
them."6

Both Clausewitz and Jomini share a common understanding of the

concept of center of gravltg and its importance In the content of a

campaign. The operational center of grauitg for either an attacker or

defender Is the greatest concentration of combat power. Destruction

6



if. anopps entis enter if gra~tV Is tihe surest moen to WAcleui the
pultical 81M.

FM IU-5 mites that a fundamental element of iperetlenal art Ols
the Identification if the eunqm's eperatimnal enter of graultV.8 I But

this Is ini time first step The method used to destrog a enter if
grault, Is Perhaps en even Mere Important element if operatienal Wrt.

The concept ofte decisive point Is thme locus Inherent In time method.
Understanding the concept of a decisive point Is essential to
understanding iperational ewt.

ismini discusses the term avm0 o at greet lengths while
Clausewltz metions the term a"i in relation to a enter if graultg a"d
time object of Maneuuer. Both theorists us tme concept of decisiue
point In a content that suggests a common understanding.

Jamini recognmizes the concept of a decisiue point a a critical
aspect if his tluoorg. Ne mites In his chapter em ... lcqullu 160ood
Strategic coup-rooml that

Wihen a miltaig men who Is a student if his art his became
fuN. Impressed bg the edmontages procured by mow-n a
strong Mass agalist successive fractions if time enemgs
force, and artU icolr whima he recognizes the Importae
of constanti directing the main efot upan decisive

po-atsof the theater of opertonms, he wil naturahig desire
tONb able to perceive at a glance what are these decisive
points."s

Jomini defines operational decisive points as 8all those Iplacesi
which are capable of enercising a marked Influence upon the result of

7



the cmpigm or upen a single eterprse."1 Ne categorizes decisive
points as either geograilmlcal,, an consequence of the configuration of
the ceuatr eas accidental points of maneuver,, 8whch result from
the positions of the troaps an both sides.02' lsagraphlcal decisive

points Eql Include an Important fortress, a lime of of commumicatlomt a
hostile captai, and a base of operatios.2' ec$iie points of

maneuver are locations that mreiate perticularIg to the destruction or
decomposition of the hostile forces. 22 These include the Immediate
rear of on eosig farce, the flank, or perhaps a weak center. .iomiai
notes that regardless of the categr, manever Is the means of
athroulng the mass of the forces upon the decisive puint ... 23

Elthough CIausewltz does not defie the term Mmafto~f; he
recognizes the concept as a lecation that produces advantageous
conitions. me writes that:

Relative suporlorit at Is the skillful concentration of
superior strength a the decisive point, Is much more
frequently based on the correct appraisal of this decisive
point, on suitabe planning from the start; which leads to
appropriate disposition of the famces ... ?

Ciausewitz also perceives maneuver as part of the method to
defeat the enemg. is discussion of maneuver in Book Oil1 of OnJWar

provides enampies of decisive points for both direct and Indirect
approaches.

[Maneuveri Is, In fact, a play of balanced forces whose aim
Is to bring about favorable conditions for success and then
to use them to gain an advantage over the enemg...

Considerations to be borne In mind, partIg as goals
and partig as a frame of reference for our actions, are as
fellow$:



a. The enemy's food supplies, which one aims
to cut off or reduce

b. I comblation with other units
c. A threat to other communications with the

Interior of the countrg or with other armies or detachments
d. I threat to the retreat
e. In attack on Individual points with superiorforces.n

Both Clausewitz and Jomini view a decisive point as a location

that sets the most favorable conditions for battle. The location of a

decisive point does not have to coincide with an enemg's position. This
leaves latitude for both a direct and an Indirect approach to rendering

the esing powerless. For enample, seizing a piece of ground that

permits firing Into unprotected enemg positions or attacking on a flank

,~. that permits overwhelming combat superioritg against the enemg's

center of gravitg are Illustrations of a decisive point with a direct

approach. Seizing a keg port or severing an armg's ground lines of

communication are enomples of a decisive point with an Indirect

approach.

Center of grevItg and decisive point are two concepts that

Clausewitz and Jomini Incorporated Into their theories. A third concept

Is the culminating point.

Culminatlag Point

Both Clausewitz and Jomini link the concept of a culminating

point to the Inherent strength of the defense and a point In time when

It Is most advantageous for a defender to attack or an attacker to

defend.

9



The concept of a culminating point is rooted in the nature of the

defene. Clausmitz believed that "the defensive form of warfare is

Intrisicllg stranger then the offeNslve, "2 mostig because Olt Is easier

to hold ground than take It.-27 The defender also has other advantages

as opposed to the attacker. The defender mug fail back along his own

lines, easing the burden af resupplg and reinforcement, while the

attackers forces suffer the effects of longer lines of suppig, personnel

losses, and the hazards of operating Inside enemg territerg. The

attackers combat power suffers from what Clausewltz called 'the

diminishing force of the attack."U

Clausewltz uses the term s o..1at ogps&nt in several different

contents to designate a point in time. The culminating point of the

defense is "reached when the defender must make up his mind and act,

when the advantages of waiting have been completelg exhausted. "29

The culminating point of an attack is the "point where [the attackers]

remaining strength is Just enough to maintain a defense and wait for

peace.on

•ausewitz believes that the abilitg to recognize the culminating

point is Important to both the attacker and the defender. In attacker

must determine his culminating point during planning, otherwise he

"mag take on more than he can manage... "3 1 Likewise, It is also

Important for the defender to recognize when the attacker euceeds his

culmination point. This Is the most opportune time to launch an

offensive.

Once the defender has gained an important advantage,
defense as such has done its work. While he Is enjoging
this advantage, he must strike back, or he will court
destruction... n powerful transition to the offensive - the

10



fieshl"m *word of v9engeance - Is thme greatest moment for

Jaemisi describes the concept of culmination In much the some
manner as Ciauseultz.

lie mwhe Invades does so bg reason of same superlaritq he
will seek to make the Issue as prommptig as pssible: -the
defense, em the casM desires doing til hisadu -- I

wekee smlurdtaimtsbgMarches ambg
thme privations and fatiues Incidet to hsprogrOMSS.

Jomimi aos metes time relatinsmip between time culmlnstmg point
of -n attacker and time timing of a caneterstruke bg the defender.

It Is met so, howuever, withm a general wimo lodeed waits to
receive his eneang,9 but with dtermination to fall upnhim
offemsluelt at the proper meumet,.wtm time cartaluti if

thradngtime maim stremt lots the action at the mast
morantA p.1st .when teassailant, after suffering

seer, of Inds uimself strangig assailed at the moent
when the vIctarV seemed tol a3 hIs hands, time advantage
will, In all prebabiltV he his ae longer .. OM

Canter of graultg, decisive poat, and culminating paint are
theoretical concepts that are linked within a broader thearg of
operational art and form a foundation for operational planning.

8 center of grauvltg at the operational level Is the greatest
concentration of combat power. The Identification of a center of
graultV according to Clausewltz 81s a major act of strategic



judgment..8.U and equates to thme centeinporarg practice of Identlpg
thme main attack or main effort In a major oeratiorn or campaign.

Once a center of grauil Is located, tihe attacker or defender must
idemtfg frendigtfniemg decisin points. ThIS is equOl as
Inmiteat as Idting a ceater of gaultg mmd Is quito possibig the
more difficult task. The comemander must decide whether to taoe a
direct or Indirect approach or a combination of approaches that lead to
*lctorg

Each sdet directs his center of grawitS at a point or points of
ulnrab~ltu while he pretects his own weaknesses. Each side tries to
achiee a adocii result before asalabe resourlces are euhausted.

The culminating point represents a critical point In time for both
the attacker and the defender at the operational level. The attacker
must accomplish his mission before passing begond his culminating
point, or he must sequence operations In a manner that prevides for a
regeneration of combat power. The defender attempts to euhaust the
main attack (and ag subsequent main attacks) -to cause the attacker
to go as for as possible begond his culminating point. The defender
reaches his culminating point when he ceases to grow stronger relatlive
to the attacker. This Is the critical point In tim to launch the
counteroffensive with the greatest concentration of forces possible -

the defender's center of groultg.

12



Ill. MISMSICU. FUWIES

Eltertel eumples PeIde a useful tool to demonstrate the
relemmnce of theoretical conceopts. S1peretlen CRUSUIIENandlSperatlon
GLP NIlustrate the cocepts of enter of gravltg, decisive point, and

culminating point Each example else illustrates lNakages between
these concepts and their importance with regard to operational
planing.

The small port of Tobruk, situated slan the meiterramean coast
of North lifica, wa the focus of both Billed and Rals forces during the
lest half of 1941. Operation WITLENE, a corps-size offensive launched
during June to ralisese a besieged Tobruk ended In failur for the British
lad Success for the 6eirumns. Prime Minister Churchill replaced Geoneral
hovel the Commander In Chief Middle East Forces, with Geoneral Sir
Claude lucIInlect. Churchill, determined to gain a victonj, ordered a
build-up of supples and the expansion of forces for a future offensive.
luchmleck appointed Lieutenant-lieneral Sir lion Cunningham to

command the new Brtish Eighth Bring. The British Intended to launch
an offensive that would destrog the lIS forces,, relieve Tobruk, and
eventualig regain Llbga. Gneral der Panzertrammmn Erwin Rommel

commanded Pmugriinngj 1frk. the Principle BUIS force In North
Offica. ills plans called for the capture of Tobruk bg the end of
November to support a drive Into Eggpt.

13



The logistical situation durning JuIg 1941 In North Ifrico aored a
rapid led huhl Up aid constrained minis Intentimns& The 6enman

lavasion of Russia seaked up resources. Most Luftwaffe malts
relocated to Ilussla. Tight restraints restricted the resuppIg of critical
warf"gtUg material such as tanks. The British Naug dominated most of
the Mediterranean Sea. The British Mr Force ruled the skg. The British
bombing of the port of Benghazi In September eutended the luls 'lime
of communications from 250 to about 1 ,000 miles.03 The REF routineigl
Cestroged Bils suppIg columns. This was further efacertiated bg a
critical shortage of transport vehicles.31 While tonnages Increased
dramaticalig through the Bintish supplg base at Suez, Buls supplies
slowed to a trickle.'S The liles rapidig amassed supplies, equipment
and men during the manths between June and November 1941,. while
the Bunis consumed as little as possible and reorganized In preparation
for their attack -n Tobruk.

Romnmel hid to act. Ne knew that the Mies would eventuallg
MaSS Sufficient Combat pouPer to destrog hi1M. His forces were
approaching their culminating point.

liuchinleck began making preparations for Operation CRUSHDEE
upon taking command during the later part of June 1941. The British
Western Desert Force quickig grew Into the British Eighth Brning. The
main fighting forces consisted of the NII I I Corps [New Zealand Division,
4th Indian Division (lnfantrg), and I1st Brning Tank Brigade], the WINI Corps
17th OMiored Division, 1 st South Iffican Division (Infantrg), 4th Armored
Brigade Group, and 22d Guards (Motorized Infantrg) Brigadel, and the
70th Division at Tobruk.39 Eg the end of September British tank
strength stood at appronimatelg 735 tanks In line units with another

14



360 I reserve sterage.4 The millI Carps Contained approulmetelg 135
heaug, slew mouing i-tanks, while the 111111 Corps Contained the
greatest concentration of armor,, with some 475 medium tanks In the
7th armored Dihision. The 7lthe Division had 125 tanks.

While the British built their desert armg, Rommel continued to
Invest Tebruk and reorganize his forces within the limits of tight suppIg
constraints. Panzergruppe I1frika Was Composed of three corps: the
*eutsches Efri1ka Corps 11 5th Panzer, 21 st Panzer,, and 90th Light
dIvisionsI, the NN Italian Corps [Irlete armored and Trieste Motorized
Gelisionsl, and the Bi italian Corps IfIve infantrV divisions]. lomers
tank strength lag concentrated in the Utrika Corps,, with 249 tanks. The
N Italian Corps also contained 156 M13 tanks, but these were obsolete
and of little value against British armor.

Rommel was used to fighting against a tank force that was
superior In numbers. luring Operation BfITLEAHE he defeated a British
force of more than 206 tanks with 175 tanks. Gierman losses amounted
to 25 tanks compared to 91 for the British;@ German tactical doctrine and
methods of command were the reasons for German succss. 4' The
British operated as -separate entities of infentrij and armore with
principal commanders In the rear, while the Germans operated as
shomageneous battle groupso with their commanders well-fonvard,
readg to take advantage of ang opportunitg.49

Cunningham's plan for Operation caUSuuca (See Map 1) called for
the following:

... the infantru divisions of IIIl Corps to mask, then
surround and-capture from the rear the static defenses
along the frontier between Sollum and Sidi Omar while the
armor of IIHHI Corps crossed the frontier south oi Sidi Omar,



swung up towards Tobruk where, after defeating the Afrika
Korps panzers enroute, they would join hands with the
Tiobruk garrison and together sweep westwards, to break
through the Axis forces In the Gazala line defenses, and
repossess themselves of Cgrenalca.4s

MAP 1. The plan for Operation CRUSAOER: Nouember 1941.oN
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Cunniga evisioned fomm6et auncinls maiJon Satakeaist the

HKH Corps in the vicinity of 6ahr Saleh. The narrative for his plan flatly

stated that, the enemy armor would be compelled to fight on ground

of KNX Corps choosing. " 45 Should Rommel decide to attack the infantry,

the 4th Armored brigade, initially acting as an immediate flank guard to

the HIll Corps, would engage the Afrika Corps, buying enough time for
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the 7th rmored livision to launch a counterattack. Once it was clear

that Rommil would not threaten the II II Corps, the 4th Ermored

Brigade would rejoin the 7th rmored Division.

Cunningham's plan recognized the gfrica Korps' armored forces as

the Axis center of gravitg and the concentrated armor In the 7th

Irmored Dlivision (the Billed center of grvitg) as the means to destroy

the enemg. Cunningham believed that 6abr Saieh was the decisive

point for the keg CRUSIEI battle. Tobruk also was a decisive point

because it provided *the best means of checking Rmmers progress

towards Egypt.*

While Ruchinleck and Cunningham had a good appreciation of Ouis

dispositions, Rommel did not know that a major British offensive was

brewing. Ne estimated that the Milies would not attack until earig

1942. 46 6erman reconnaissance had feiled to identifg ang forward

positioning of supplg dumps or other major indicators of an attack.47

mthough Intelligence turned up some signs of a pending offensive,

Rommel chose to ignore them. Ne was entlrelg consumed with the

capture of Tobruk and preparing for the drive Into Eggpt.

Rominmel also considered Tobruk as a decisive point. The capture

of Tobruk would provide desperatelg needed port facilities and strike a

blow to Billed morale. R serious threat to Tobruk might also force the

British to launch an attack before they were prepared. Ne positioned

the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions of the Ofrika Korps and the Italian

NN Corps as a flank guard, while two Italian divisions and the 90th Light

prepared to attack Tobruk at the end of November. churchiurs

impatience for a British offensive changed Rommei's immediate plans.
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Operation Crusader began at damn an 18 November 1941. Ig the
end of the first dag, the Mies had achieved their Initial objectives. The

IIII Carps sat on a lime from Ealfageaon the coast to Bir Sherzen, with
the 4th Armored Brigade an Its loft flank. The INN Corps held 6bor

Saleft. Although resistance had stiffened, Rommers armor was not

encountered.

Cunningham decided to Continue his drive and link up with the
Tobruk garrison. M~e directed the =31 Corps to advance with a strong

recemasace and the illI Corps to continue with the plan.42 mIs
orders for 19 November unfortumateig sot the conditions for the defeat

of British armored farces. (See MaP2).

MOP 2. Operation CBSIEt: 19 November 1941.
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The green 22d Armored brigade lost 52 tanks on a foolishly

enecuted attack on the Orlete Division, dug In with anti-tank guns at Bir

Subi. The 7th Armored Brigade captured the keg escarpment

uerlooking the Trig Capuzzo desert track, overran the airfield at Sidi

Rezegh, and threatened to link up with the Tobruk garrison. The 4th

Armored Brigade remained in positions at 6abr Saleh. The bulk of

British armor was at three locations, each no closer than 30 kilometers

from the other, and Rommel still had not shown his hand.

Cunningham's orders had dispersed his own center of graulty without a

single action by Rommel.

Events during 20 through 23 November demonstrated that

Rommel finallg had recognized British actions as a major offensive.

The 15th Panzer Diiusion struck the 4th armor Brigade about noon on

the 20th. Cunningham ordered the 22d Armor Brigade immediately to

reinforce the 4th in an attempt to reconcentrate at least a portion of

his armor. By 1800 both brigades were in battle, but the results were

inconclusive and the 15th Panzer Division withdrew at dusk. The 21 st

Panzer Division Joined the 15th Panzer during the night, and both

subsequently marched for Sidi Rezegh and the 7th Rrmored Brigade,

pursued at a far distance by the two British brigades. Rommel finally

understood British dispositions, strengths, and Intentions. 49 He

recognized Sidi Rezegh as a decislue point of Immediate Importance; It

offered the opportunity to destroy British armor a fraction at a time.

Furious tank battles took place during 21,22, and 23 November.

The Rfrica Korps mauled the 7th Rrmored Brigade at Sidi Rezegh, leaving

the British with a mere 10 battle-worthy tanks. Rommel then turned

on the 4th and 22d Rrmored Brigades and an infantry brigade from the
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I st South African Division. IV the and of the 23d the Africa Korps had

90 tanks of the original 249 remaining, while the HEM Corps had less

than 130 tanks running of the original 475. The concentrated force of

Rammers armor and German tactical methods were victorious; the

British had lost the first battle.

Auchinlock, sensing that Rommel had suffered Irreplaceable

losses, was determined to continue on. He replaced a badig shaken

Cunningham with Major 6eneral Neal Rlitchie and took personal control

of the CRUSADER operation. Huchinleck's orders on 24 November

reflected an appreciation for Sidi Rezegh as the location to destrog the

Africa Corps and Rammel's suppig situation as a uulnerabilitg. He

ordered the II II Corps to recapture the Sidi Rezegh-Duda escarpment

and linkup with the Tobruk force. He ordered long range raiding parties

to disrupt Rommel's lines of communications." He reemphasized that

the Eighth Armg's immediate objective will be as alwags to destreg the

enemg tank forces.-s1

Rommel believed that he had destroged the British center of

gravitg. He set out quilckg on what is known as Rammel's 'dash to the

wire.' (See Map 3). His orders were as follows:

The greater part of the lenemgi force aimed at Tobruk has
been sestroged; now we will turn east and go for the New
Zealanders and Indians before theg have been able to join
up with the remains of their main force for a combined
attack on Tobruk. At the same time we will take Habata
and Maddalona and cut off their supplies. Speed Is vital; we
must make the most of the shock effect of the enem's
defeat and push forward ImmedlateIg and as fast as we can
with our entire force to Sidi Omar.5
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MAP 3. Rommel's 'Dash to the Wire': 24-27 November 1941.
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(Extracted from The Desert Generals bg CorreillBaforeett, p. 13)

~Rommer's " dash to the wire •failed to produce a decisive defeat

of the Alied forces. The Africa Korps (minus 90th Light, holding the
ideat Sidi Reh)and the Arlete Division raced to the frontier wire,

ridq Sidizezgh

~under continual attack by small marauding 'Jock Columns'. Rommel

- pushed his forces beyond their culminating point. His divisions were

stretched over more than flftg miles from Halfaya to 6abr Saleh without

* resupply for days at a time; his soldiers were exhausted. sU Although

several supply stores were captured by AHis forces, Rommel failed to
destroy the Hill Corps or effectivel cut British lines of

communications.

The "dash to the wire" provided the allies with the time they
needed to sort out the disaster at Sidi Rezegh and regain the initiative.
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Rommel underestimated Allied combat power;, he was unawhere that:

the l II Corps had captured Sidi Omer, Fort Capuzzo, and Llbgan Omer

on 22 November, the New Zealand Division with 80 I-tanks had

Invested Italian-held Bardla on the coast and was marching on Sidi

*ezegh; 4 and the 7th Armored Division had reorganized into a

formidable composite force of 130 tanks.5 ' Bg 27 November the New

Zealand Division recaptured the Sidi Rezegh ridge and linked up with

Tobruk forces. Rommel underestimated the resilience of the British; he

now was forced to retrace his path.

Both sides again demonstrated their tonacitg. The Africa Korps,

although down to 50 tanks, turned about, fought several tank battles,

and cut the corridor to Tobruk bg I December." The British moved up

infantrg brigades as well as additional supplies and persisted In

conducting attacks with their tank forces; theg were determined to

continue the fight.

Ilommel realized on 5 December that his forces had passed their

culminating point. le received a message Informing him that no fresh

supplies or reinforcements would arrive for a month.s 7 The continuous

harassing actions bg small raiding parties and attacks bg Alled

airarmer, and lnfantrg units had a cumulative effect. Ais resources

were eNhausted, and Rommal's forces were Incapable of continuing the

attack or defending under present conditions.

During 5 an 6 December Ais forces withdrew to a line west of

Tobruk. (See MAP 4). Rommel continued to fall back under pressure

until several sharp ripostes, delivered on 26 and 30 December bg 21 st

Panzer Division, halted ang further British advance."2 The British

salvaged a major defeat and transformed It Into a partial vlctory.
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lthough Rommel and the Afica Korps escaped, the Hilled offensive

broke the siege of Tobruk and drolve the Buis back to El Aghella.

MAP 4. AmiS withdrawal /British pursuit to El Agheila, December 1941.
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combination of geographg and the disposition of forces offered the

Soviets an opportunitg to trap the entire 6erman southern wing against

the Sea of Azov.U

STRVKA initialig planned "a series of offensives along the eastern

front designed to erode German strength and produce a total collapse

of erman forces in southern Russia. "61 The quick success of

operations conducted bg the Voronezh and Brgansk Fronts heightened

Soviet optimism and led to the approval of Operations STRR and GALLOP.

The Voronezh Front (Operation STIR) would liberate Belgorad, Kursk, and

Kharkov and protect the right flank of the Southwestern Front.

Operation GALLOP, conducted bg the Southwestern Front, would liberate

the Donbas region, the area between the Onieper and Donets Rivers

that borders the Sea of Rzov. The Southern Front would assist the

Southwestern Front bg attacking German forces along the Don and

Donets Rivers In order to sleze Rostov, a keg rail center. These major

operations would be conducted simultaneousIg with the reduction of

Sermon forces at Stalingrad and other supporting attacks along the

entire front.

STKII optimism was so pervasive that it led to a serious

underestimation of the problems facing Soviet forces during earlg

Januarg 1943. Operation 6ALLOP would be conducted without an

operational pause to rest, refit, resupplg, and reposition forces. Soviet

formations had been fighting since mid-December, some since

November. All were weakened bg previous operations and approaching

exhaustion.62 The suppig situation was precarious. Suppig lines were

severelg eMtended; bases had not moved forward since mid-

December.U The sgstematic destruction of bridges and rail lines bg
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Giermfan forces cempele the Souiets to reig -n scares wheeledl
transport and a pear red network. The Seviet Bir Farce had net
advanced tmeir airfields; air suppart would be Canslderahlg reduced."
III prablems would be further Complicated bg Severe weather
conditions and the spring thaw.

Southwestern Front farces Included the 6th Irug (40,566 menI
46 tanks), the I1st Wuards Bring (70,811 men), Moble Girup Papau
(55,00 men / 212 tanks), the 3d Guards lnng (195,096 men / I115
tanks), the 5th Tank Bring (40,005 men), and a reserve af twoa tank
carps and ane coaahg carps (20,000 men / 65-100 tanks)."

S139KI Issued the folaowing missian to the Southwestern Front
Cauniender, Geoneral l1atutin:

The anmies of the Southuwestern Front, while delivering
the main attack fram I Ist Wuords "1I3 to Krametorsk and
*irtemeusk and further In the directian af Stalina,
Vlanevoakb and Murluphl e. will cut off all semrn groups
located in the Donbas and Hasten regions, encircle and
destrag them and prevent their withidrawal to the west and
the evacuation of -ng of their equipment.06

flututin's plan envisianed a bread single-echelan offensive that
Incorporated a rapid eupleltatian bg tank carps. (See Map 5). The
Southwestern Front weuld eattack across the Agiar and Sskel livers

then wheel seuthwnest and south across the Northern Dlonets iver and

through the Danbas reglan toward the Dnepr River.'
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MIlP 5. Ulperatiem 6LOr: 29 Janearg - 6 March 1943.
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reahe an aeianc os ah depth f rd 13 ilmrs. Thel athird Iurd t

wrouldop, destr sevra lnanrga divisions, seure Stalnoe and ush 20

kilometers deep to secure Kresnoarmelskage and link up with First
Guards forces. The Fifth Tank Brmng would accupg defensive positions

along the DOnet and join operations as the Germans withdraw.
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Mobile Group Pepa mould attack through both Siuth and First Guards

Armies and advance over 300 kiumoters. The 34 Tak Corps would

secure Sivgonsk and advance on Krometarsk; the 4the Tank Corps

would sieze Kramatorsk; the lithe Tak Corps would assist the First

Guards Nmg In the destruction of Sermen took-heaug forces in the area

around Lsichansk; and the reinforced I Othe Tank Corps would secure

Artemovsk, cut liNes of communications west of Stienn, advance

toward Marlupol, and link up with the Southern Front.

Germon forces reorganized several times during Operation

GALLOP. Fresh reserves would prove keg to the German defense and

counteroffensive. German forces opposing the Southwestern Front

during the entire operation Included 5 panzer divisions, I0 infantrg

divisions, an SS panzer corps, and a battle group." Tank strength

varied from 20 to 40 tanks in each panzer division with the euception of

SS panzer divisions which had 1I0 or more tanks."

The plans for Operation 6ALLOP demonstrate the linkages

between culminating point, center of graontg, and decisive point. The

Soviets believed that the Germans had enceeded their culminating point

and were vulnerable. The nature of the Soviet plan suggests that

neither ITLKI nor letutin considered the 6ormans capable of

effectiveig reinforcing threatened sectors or conducting a

counteroffensive. The plan reflected a perception that Soviet forces

could accomplish ambitious operational missions prior to the

culmination of their combat power. The Soviet main attack was

directed against the German center of graultg In IrmU Group Don, the

two panzer divisions facing the First Guards rmg. The First 6uards

rnUg with Its five rifle divisions and a tank brigade effectlvelg became
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the Soviet center of groitg. Vatutln's plain dispersed the striking

power of Mobile 6roup Popo (almost one-half of the Southwestern

Front's avaiable tanks). The Southwestern Front's plan Incorporated

the rapid capture of decisive points behind the two panzer divisions.

The cities of Slagansk, Krsnearmeiskoge, and Kramatorsk were vital

to the resuppig of front line forces. Their capture would cut off

6erman forces from their suppig bases, and block a rapid withdrawal.

The Sovilet plan when viewed from a larger perspective also

Incorporated decisive points. The major cities of Kharkov, Zaporozhge,

Dnepropetrovsk, and Rostov sat astride vital German lines of

communication. Their capture would appreclabig alter the balance of

power.

Field Marshall Erich van Manstein, commander of rmg 6roup Bon,

struggled during earig 1943 to *protect armg Group A's rear and at the

same time to keep its communications through Hosto open.7' Nis

Fourth Panzer Bring and Ilrmg Detachment Nollidt fought a stubborn

defense as First Panzer Bring (from Bring 6roup a) withdrew through

Rostov to Join Bring 6roup Don and Bring 6roup R pulled back Into the

Kuban peninsula on the Black Sea. Bg the beginning of Februarg the

First Panzer Bring was moving to the middle Donets area, and the

Fourth Panzer Armg was pulling back to the viclnitg of Rostov.

Mansteln had succeeded in protecting the withdrawal of Bring 6roup R.

Ne also had shortened his own front line and gained a powerful panzer

armg.

The Soviets launched Operation GALLOP on 29 Januarg, while

Manstein shifted forces. Soviet units made significant gains bg 3

Februarg: the Sixth Bring crossed the Oskol River and pushed German
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forces to the Donets Rilver, the First Guards Armg crossed the Donets

River and engaged in a bitter fight for Slaugansk; and the Third Guards

Armg crossed the Middle Don River and slowed against heaug

resistance. The tank corps of Mobile Group Popov either supported

infantry divisions or waited in attack positions; the infantry failed to

make the requisite penetrations for exploitation.

Soviet forces created a salient by 9 February at the boundary

between Army Group B and Bring Group Don. (See Map 6).

Unfortunately, only three slow-moving rifle divlsions were In a position

to exploit the advantage. Popov's tank units were either tied up

fighting panzer divisions around the towns of Slavgansk and

Kramatorsk or waiting for a penetration further to the east.

MOP 6. Operation GALLOP: Situation on 9 February 1943.
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STRUKR Issued a new directive on I I Februarg to restore the

momentum. Orders "reiterate the front's mission to block an enemg

withdrawal to Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhge and demanded the front

undertake all measures to press the German Donets group into the

Crlmea.'71 STRKI still believed that German forces were about to

withdrew, despite heavg resistance across the front.

Bg I I Februarg, Vatutin had pushed the 4the Guards Tank Corps of

Group Popov to Kresnoarmelskoge. STAUKR orders prompted him to

continue. Duing the next eight dags, latutin ordered Popou's I Othe

Tank Corps and then the remaining two tank corps (I Othe and 3rd) to

Krasnoarmelskoge. He changed the Sixth and First Guards Rrmies lines

of advance to a southwestern orientation; the Onieper River crossings

were Vatutin's focus. Under mounting pressure from STRVKH. Vatutin

released his reserve, the 25th Tank Corps and the I st CauaIrg Corps, on

19 Februarg to the Sixth Brmg for capture of the Dnieper Rluer crossing

sites.

Meanwhile, Manstein assumed control of Brmg Group D and

Initiated actions to block ang Soulet breakthrough. His new command,

Drmg Group South, placed him in control of German forces from north of

Kharkou to the Sea of Rzou. Prior to this change, the introduction of a

fresh SS Panzer corps allowed Rrmg Group 8 to stabilize the northern

shoulder of the breakthrough from Kharkou (Uoronezh Front) to

Kegichevka. The SS Panzer Corps under Rrmg Detachment Kempf

continued to counterattack and stem the advance of Soviet rifle

divisions as theg attempted to outflank German forces at Kegicheuka.

Mansteln also managed bg 16 Februarg to position the Fourth Panzer

Rrmg in defensive positions forward of the Onieper Riuer and establish
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a shorter defensive line with Rrmg Detachment Hollidt along the Mius

River.

While Mansteln adapted to the situation, atutin and his staff

disregarded warnings that Soviet forces had exceeded their culminating

point. Vatutin Ignored the fighting capabilitg demonstrated bg his

enemg since the first dog of Operation Gallop. German units continued

to mount counterattacks at everg opportunitg, hold on to keg cities,

and block penetrations. Vatutin Ignored warnings from his own

commanders. Tank strength continued to drop; one tank corps had onig

seventeen operational tanks.72 8 radio transmission to Group Popov bg

the 10th Tank Corps stated that Ono wheel was turning. "7 3 The

Southwestern Front Intelligence officer, Major General H. S. Rogou

Interpreted growing concentrations of German armor as withdrawing

forces.
74

In contrast to the Soviets, Manstein achieved an excellent

appreciation of the situation. (See Map 7). He noted In his Lost

Victories that bg 20 Februarg the eneng's operational Intentions were

perfectlg clear.7s The objective of the enemg's main attack was to cut

communications over the Onieper River, while supporting attacks in the

north and south sought to envelop and destrog defending forces.

Mansten recognized that Soviet forces had passed their culmination

point. Radio Intercepts *made it clear that ... Group Popou was faring

badig.-'7 Soviet units across the front were running out of fuel. 77

Manstein also recognized that German forces had reached their

culminating point. Soviet reinforcements had begun moving southwest

from Stalingrad. Monstein placed the SS Panzer corps under the Fourth
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Panzer Rrmy and on 19 February ordered both Fourth and First Panzer

Armies to deploy for a counteroffenslue.

MAP 7. Operation GALLOP: Situation on 20 February 1943.
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The Germans attacked on 20 February. The concentrated armor

of SS Panzer Corps and the HLIIII Panzer Corps smashed Soulet forces

from both sides of the salient. (See Map 8). German forces pushed the

Southwestern Front back to a line running along the Donets Bluer and by

5 March were preparing to recapture the city of Kharkou. Operation

Gallop, a product of STAVKR optimism, had failed.

,
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MRP 8. Operation GAL LOP: Situation on 22 February 1943.
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Conrcentfrte comath Poe rereee the ceDailntr of grait4i

theiatn preced seulplning httoialeamls. Odfertiaons CUReR the

paucity of aircraft, technology, or doctrine, concentrated armored

forces produced the greatest combat power. Rommel's massed panzer

divisions, Cunningham's 7th Armored division, Manstein's panzer
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divisions and SS Panzer Corps, and Matutin's tank corps offered the most

potential combat power.

In element of success was the commanders abilitg to Identifg

the greatest concentration of combat power for enemg and friendig

forces and then maintain his own force's concentration during

emplogment. Cunningham ulewed Rommel's panzer diulsions as the

Buis center of graultg, but he dissipated British armor during execution.

Rommel repeatedIg sought out and attacked British armor with the

concentrated power of both panzer divisions. Manstein blocked the

Initial main Soviet effort (First Guards Brng at Slaugansk), Identified the

thrust toward the Dneiper River as the subsequent main attack, and

massed the combat power of his panzer divisions against the Soviet

salient. Vatutin initially Identified Bmg 6roup Don's greatest panzer

concentration but later failed to recognize that the German center of

grauitg had shifted to a powerful reserve. Nis plan dispersed 6roup

Popov, the Soviet's greatest potential for combat power.

I second element of success was the Identification and use of

decisive points to neutralize the enemy center of gravitg. The location

and nature of the decislue point determined whether the approach to

neutralizing the center of gravitg was Indirect or direct.

One method was the Identification and defense of vital logistical

nodes. These were decisive points that could Indirectlg alter friendig

or enemg combat power. luchinleck destroged Buis ports and keg

logistical points, while major Killed logistical points were begond the

capabilitg of Buis forces. Alled and Blus commanders recognized

Tobruk as a decisive point, necessary to support operations for either

side. Sidi Rezegh was also a decislue point for both sides because it
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controlied the coastal hlghws00g as Well as Severa desert tracks.
Maustein shifted farces so that he CO oulutlaig protect Ronstovn, a kegj
transportation center, then crossing sites ever the Imelper Rlm.

Bnother method was the Identification ad use of locations that
provided Immediate combat superlsritg. This represented a direct
approach to destruging the enemy caster of grsfltg. Cuninghmam
thought 110me19 Would attack while Buitish aimor Was Concentrated at
Gabr Saisht. Rnmmel moved from sae point to sother, overwhelmn
fractious of British armor. J1 ad latutle sought to encircle the
e8s10g, In effect to place the Southwestern Frant I the Immediate rear
of Ormg Group Bon. Mahstefm shifted forces ad Introduced reserves
so that he had greater combat power at keg points. Be hold the
shoulders of the Soviet penetration and than lancked a
counteroffensive with massed panzer divisions lots the flanks of the
salient.

I third element of success was the comanes appreciation for
friendig and eneing culminating points, Tis required a keen
Understanding of each side's combat power. Tbs combat power of each
center of grauitg was a function of technslogg, avalable numbers,
doctrine, and the armg's fighting spirit. These were the factors that
commanders had to appreciate.

Cunningham failed to appreciate the speed that Gierman forces
could take advantage of an opportunltg and the advantage Gierman
battlegroups had suer homogeneous British formations. The 7th
immorad Brigade euceeded Its culmination point at Sidi Rezegh sod was
destroged bg the Mfica Corps.
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Rummers actions demonstrated an uneoen appreciation for the

factors that influence the culminating point. He believed that the

destruction of the 7th Irmored brigade and the results of several minor

tank battles had pushed the British begond their culminating point, a

position from which theg could not recover quicklg. Rommel seriouslg

underestimated British tenacitg and their logistical capabilitg for

reconstitution. lithough he had erred, Rommel later demonstrated a

grasp of the situation when he broke off the siege of Tobruk and

ordered his forces to enecote a delag. He understood the relative

correlation of combat power and realized that British strength would

euentnelg culminate in the depths of the desert.

STIRMA orders and Vatutin's plans demonstrated a complete lack

of appreciation for the situation. STRUKI ignored the logistical

situation and the condition of Soviet troops. Uatutin ignored indicators

that the correlation of combat power had swung in favor of German

forces. Nis forces euceeded their culmination point and suffered a

major defeat.

Monsteln maintained a grasp of the situation throughout

Operation GALLOP. He protected his own decisive points and destroged

Soiet tank corps bg shifting and then massing his own combat power.

le created conditions for success. Monstein recognized before latutin

that Soiet forces had euceeded the culminating point of their attack.

e also recognized that 6erman forces had reached the culminating

point of the defense. The 6erman counteroffensive was launched

before the Soviets could Introduce new forces into the area.

Operations CESRiER and 61ILLOP suggest that a successful

commander selects a method that uses his center of graultg to
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neutralize the enemg's center of gravltg before available resources are

eNhausted. Ne protects his own points of vunerabilltg while striking

exposed enemg weaknesses. Ne weighs the risks inherent in a direct

and Indirect approach and selects one or a combination of methods to

defeat his enem. This is the essence of operational art.

U. IMPLIVRTIONS

The theoretical concepts of center of gravItg, decisive point, and

culminating point continue to have practical application with regard to

operational planning. TheV provide a framework to assess the modern

battlefield and evaluate doctrine.

The Modern Battlefield end Onerational Plannini

E[amining changes in battlefield conditions with respect to

theoretical concepts provides Insights for operational planning on the

contemperarg battlefield. Technological and doctrinal developments

form the foundation for changes in the battlefield environment and the

basis for Investigation. Technological changes Include the development

of new armored fighting vehicles, a proliferation of sophisticated

electronic sgstems across the battlefield, the Introduction and dramatic

expanslon of automation, and the deplogment of nuclear weapons of a

sorts and sizes. Among doctrinal changes that concern the operational

planner Is the Soviet emphasis on deep operations.
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The Apache attack helicopter Is an "adverse-weather, dag-or-

night, all purpose weapon sgstem" that exploits the latest

technologies.1 ' The attack helicopter Is a potential center of gravitg

for future conflicts. The mobilltg, firepower, and speed of the attack

helicopter make It an Ideal operational tool - If emploged In sufficient

numbers In a manner that mauimizes Its potential. The operational

planner must consider the potential combat power of dispersed attack

helicopters that can rapidig mass and dellver a fatal blow before an

enemg can react.

Technologg Is a two-edged sword. For enample, communications

sgstems have improued command and control capabilities and added

new uulnerabillles. in overrellonce on radios and other signal devices

has turned communication nodes Into keg decisive points. Theg

represent an indirect approach to degrading an enemg's combat power

and another point of friendI vulnerabliitg that must be protected.

Sophisticated communications sgstems are also vulnerable if the

flow of repair parts Is Interdicted; gou cannot Improvise hi-tech parts.

A growing reliance on technologg means that logistical nodes become

Increasingig Important decisive points. The operational planner must

broaden his concern for decisive points particularlg In light of precision

munitions and the effects of nuclear weapons.

Since most logistical nodes are situated In the rear area, planners

must design operations that reduce rear area vulnerabilities to a

minimum. The creation of operational maneuver groups (OMG), airborne

divisions, and special forces units (0772W bg the Soviets to

accomplish deep attack missions highlight the Importance of this issue.
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Communication centers and logistical facilities are decisive points that

hal grown In Importance.

Ilutomation offers the planner the opportunitU to improve his

abillty to forecast a force's culminating point. The current method Of

margaming is subject to many deficiencies including a lack of common

planning norms and subjective Interpretations of Intelligence data. The

automation of wargaming using a common set of values that are

Integrated with artificial Intelligence could increase the prhobllitg of

occurately predicting the culminating point of friendlg and eneing

forces. Planners could then rellably phase operations and rapidly

adjust branches and sequels as a situation changes.

Theory and Doctrine

I major hypothesls of this monograph Is that a center of gruitg

and a decisive point are two demonstrablg different theoretical

concepts that have practical utilitg. Classical theorg suggests that the

two concepts are related but distinctly separate. History implies the

same and offers euamples of the functional application of center of

gravlty and decisive point in the planning of major operations. Indeed,

evidence suggests that the distinction between center of gravlty and a

decisive point Is absolutely vital to success at the operational level.

FM 100-5 stresses the point that the *concept of center of

gravlty Is keg to all operational design."'7 Unfortunately, the Field

Manual then glues several decisive points as enamples of centers of

grauity. Idmittedly, the two concepts are easy to confuse with one
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another. FM 100-5 does uNactig that; "iin doctrine currentig

considers the two concepts one and the same.

FM 100-5 reintroduced the lnru's officer corps to classical

mlltanr thearg and the studg of mlftarl Idsterg. This has produced an

officer corps eager to develop the Iltellectual foundation of war in

order to Improve the Urmg's capabltg to deter war. Is the Irmg's

operational doctrilne evolves, the distinction between a center of

groitg and a decisive point will became clear. Clarltg will prevail and

planners will be better able to oppig the tools of operational art.
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